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Abstract
“The Literature of Triumph: Reflections on an English Seminar Experience” introduces and follows the
high school English seminar I taught in the spring of 2009 at the State College Area Delta Program. The
course contended that a person faced with adversity could choose to not only overcome his or her own
sufferings, but also, through that choice, find meaning in, and for, his or her life. In order to present such
an argument, I assigned a variety of memoirs and true stories, from Viktor Frankl’s Man’s Search for
Meaning to Shirin Ebadi’s Iran Awakening, for the students to read and discuss.
Centering primarily on the journal I kept over the course of the 18-week semester, the following is a
reflection on that experience, and as such allows the reader to understand my goals behind creating the
seminar, my responses toward student input, and how I feel I have grown from the experience overall. In
addition to my journal, I have included a bibliography, an in-depth introduction, and a reflection written
by my co-teacher, Gary Masquelier, one of Delta’s full-time English teachers.
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Introduction
I began to have some idea of how different my choice for a senior thesis was in the enthusiasm I
received from my fleet of advisors, in the summer and fall of 2008. I gained a much better appreciation the
following spring, as I watched several of my friends, also in the Schreyer Honors College, nearly go crazy
from the stress of completing their own theses. Me? I used my project as a stress reliever. Indeed, I found
working on my thesis positively fulfilling. I must admit a certain degree of smugness, as I described my
work to my friends, but it was a feeling stemming from the knowledge that I had designed a project that was
highly compatible with me, my methods of learning, and my vision for my future. I had gone my own way,
and it worked brilliantly.
Before I come off as too much of an arrogant, self-important scholar, I must describe my thesis
project. I knew, upon my admittance to the College as a junior in 2007, that I did not want to write a research
paper. It took me several months to admit this to anyone, since “senior thesis” and “research paper” are
practically synonymous. As I came to learn more about the Honors College, however, I realized there was
actually a fair amount of flexibility granted in the nature of one’s senior project, provided the project met
certain requirements, such as having a writing component.
I do not need to detail my entire thought process here, so suffice it to say that after much reflection
on what I knew I wanted, and – more than that – what I did not want to do with this thesis, I decided that I
would design and teach a high school English seminar on a topic centered on not only my fields of study, but
also on the theme of social justice, something about which I am passionate.
The idea of teaching a class only raised eyebrows among those who did not know me. Despite being
somewhat reserved in nature, I have had very positive experiences giving presentations before, both as class
assignments and of my own design. I knew I liked to present, and at the time, that seemed only a short step
away from liking to teach.
My choice to teach became even less surprising when one considered that I would be returning to my
alma mater, the State College Area Delta Program, and working with a teacher there with whom I was
particularly close during high school. Before even handing in my Thesis Proposal Report, I had to discuss the
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possibility of teaching a class with the faculty at Delta, and finalize a course overview with Gary Masquelier,
the English teacher with whom I would be working. His enthusiasm, not to mention his years of experience
as a teacher, helped to bolster my confidence in my project – I began to believe that this would truly become
a reality.
Together Gary and I whittled down my nebulous ideas for a course theme into something that was
both broad enough to allow for a variety of topics to be discussed, and narrow enough to retain a tight focus
on my initial goal of exploring social justice. We would read and discuss stories centering on the idea that a
person can overcome his or her adversities, and the idea that the human spirit can triumph in the face of
oppression. Accordingly, we saddled the course with the somewhat cumbersome name, “The Literature of
Oppression and Triumph.” We eventually shortened it to “Literature of Triumph,” and finally, because it
seemed bound to happen, simply “L.O.T.”
The first selection on our rather ambitious reading list was Viktor Frankl’s Man’s Search for
Meaning. The book is broadly a reflection on the author’s experiences as an inmate of Nazi concentration
camps. What separates this book from the many other “Holocaust stories” out there, however, is the fact that
Frankl was a psychiatrist by profession before and after his time as a prisoner, and did not turn off that part
of him during his time in the camps. Thus he is able to offer much more than a personal story of survival. His
book transforms a collection of seemingly unreal, certainly untouchable experiences of a Holocaust survivor
into tangible examples of how a person afflicted with some other sort of suffering, whether it be total
paralysis of the body, or the ennui one caught up in the everyday, can find meaning in oneself, and in one’s
life. Frankl asserts that one can overcome the burden of one’s adversities, so long as one chooses to do so.
Therein lies the triumph we searched for, and what made this book the cornerstone of LOT. The students
found the book challenging to penetrate, since Frankl infuses his narration with psychological and
philosophical thought, but many, I believe, found it ultimately rewarding. Indeed, recently one of my former
students declared that Man’s Search for Meaning was his favorite book out of everything we read in the
course. It is now over a year later, and hearing that made me smile.
A Long Way Gone, by Ishmael Beah, was another book that students listed among their favorites in
the course. Beah, a former child soldier from Sierra Leone, recounts his experiences as one profoundly
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impacted by his country’s civil war, from his months spent running from the fighting to his time at a
UNICEF-sponsored rehabilitation centre, following two years as a soldier in the army. If Frankl’s book
argues that a person can find meaning in suffering, Beah’s memoir demonstrates it. The students said that
they would often stare at the book’s back cover, which has a picture of the author laughing, because it
assured them that everything really would be okay, no matter how grim the latest reading assignment
seemed.
We had the good fortune of hearing Beah speak; he was part of Penn State’s Distinguished Speakers
Series that March. Gary and I rounded up enough tickets for the entire class, and made it an extra-credit
opportunity to go. Despite the fact that Beah spoke on a Monday night, on campus – we had to give the
students directions to Eisenhower Auditorium – over half the class attended.
One of my original goals for this course was to create something that would affect more than me and
the members of my advising team. That was one of the primary motivators behind my choice not to write a
paper: I did not want to invest that much energy into something that would only be seen by a few individuals.
Glory-seeking was not a component of this desire; rather, I understood my thesis to be more than an
opportunity to gain personal knowledge – I could use it to impact a greater community. My mother calls it
the ripple effect, after the progressing chain of ripples a stone dropped in a pond makes. And what better
way, I thought, to create such a ripple effect than to team up with a great teacher and offer a course on issues
of social justice?
As I said, it worked brilliantly – far better than either Gary or I could have planned. We did not know
that Ishmael Beah would be coming to campus, for instance, until two weeks before the event, and yet we
had decided to read his book months before. Similarly, when I discovered that modern slavery expert Kevin
Bales would speak on campus, I connected Gary with the groups on campus sponsoring the visit, and Bales
ended up speaking at Delta as well, first to the whole school, and then to my class.
All of this good fortune would have come to naught if not for the greatest fortune of all – the sixteen
dedicated, diverse and passionate students who were the class. If not for their active involvement in nearly
every class period, the experience would have been much more challenging than it was. Certainly it would
not have been nearly as fun.
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Journal Entries
The following is a transcription of the journal I kept while completing my thesis project. It was my
adviser Annie Rose’s suggestion that I keep a journal of this experience, with reflections on the meetings I
had with my advisers, and Gary Masquelier, my co-teacher, in addition to the class itself. Keeping a regular
journal was somewhat difficult, because it took a certain level of discipline to set time aside and write. I am
certainly glad I wrote as much as I did, and not only because my journal entries make up the bulk of my
written thesis. I began this journal on 1 October 2008, and kept it up until early May, 2009. What follows
below is more than a collection of thoughts on a thesis project; reading my journal now, I can chart how I
came into my role as an instructor in an English seminar. I can also chart my growth, from a student who did
not believe she was quite ready for such a task, into someone who met the challenges she faced with
enthusiasm and creativity. My journal is a reflection, therefore, of the energy I put into this project, and the
rewards I received.
1 October
Met with Anne Rose today. She is the one who put forth this idea of keeping a journal (although I
think it had occurred to me earlier), as an additional way of keeping track of my thoughts as I do my
research.
The worrisome thing, right now, is that I have sort of abandoned the Religious Studies aspect while
conceiving the details of this course, particularly over the summer. It was part of my original motivation, but
I’m afraid I’ve drifted away since. This is not to say, of course, that I’ll be faking honors in RL ST. In fact, I
think this is what most of my research this semester should be based upon, because – as Anne said – a solid
grounding is extremely important when one plans to teach controversial topics.
I want to be able to teach like Sam Richards. I think the way he spouts into these impassioned
diatribes is very … well, it’s easy for me to get into what he’s saying. He’s highly charismatic, but in a very
personable, down-to-earth way.
In Kevin Bales’ Disposable People, I am reading about how religion, particularly in the case of Thai
Buddhists – enforces and even encourages the enslavement of others. For the Thai Buddhists, if you become
a slave, it is basically your fault. Karma, and all. With Islam in Mauritania, slavery was culturally accepted,
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and the religion (or, rather, the ulema) had to create ways for it to be religiously accepted as well. I find this
very interesting, and I think I will approach the religious aspect of the class from this perspective. Here are
the people being oppressed. Is religion (their own, or perhaps another’s) an element of their oppression?
How?
Alternately, or perhaps in contrast, there are the Amish communities who, after the Nickel Mines
shooting, chose to express their religion through open forgiveness. I really like that we are concluding the
class with this topic, because I feel that it truly encapsulates the “TRIUMPH” side of things. Also, I think if
we end the class on a positive note, then people will be more likely to remember it positively.
-GOALS for the next seven days:
- Get my thesis proposal taken care of
- Schedule a meeting for everyone
- Have constructive, coming-out-feeling-good meetings on Friday with Gary and Dr Webster
- Start Get halfway through A Long Way Gone
- Journal after the meetings and readings
Notes/Questions from meeting with Dr. Webster, 3 October:
The Devil’s Miner – Film – silver mines – Bolivia
-What is it that I want to be the take-home message of the class?
-Broaden awareness? -- Part in/of a larger scheme?
-What could be the role of bringing in outside experts?
-Folks who have a personal relationship with the topics
-Ethnic validity to what we’re talking about
-Break the bubble for the kids
-A curriculum created by HS students whose parents are from Cambodia
-To educate the Chicago community about the killings
-Museum created from this
-And the curriculum – could use bits and pieces of this
-Stories told by their parents through their perspectives
Notes from meeting with Gary, 3 October:
-Draft Syllabus
-Testimony of an Irish Slave Girl – Kate McCafferty
-Harriet Jacob – former (black) slave testimony
-Kernhegan – common roots
-Human Face of the Global Economy – Chicago U
-Tunnel of Oppression
-China Blue -- Mardi Gras Made in China
-Each 9 weeks – major writing assignment
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-After each reading, 2-page reflections instead of quizzes
13 October:
Oh man. Obviously the journaling is lagging here. But I have a potential solution, in finding time
immediately following dinner (8pm-9.30) for my thesis, and my thesis alone. I think that this will work
better than designating days – like Fridays – because so many things can happen in a whole day, and it’s easy
to put one thing off. I hope that this works, because I am definitely beginning to feel overwhelmed.
But I have completed some of my goals – I’ve had very productive meetings with Gary, Dr. Webster,
and Jeremy, and (I think ) I got my TPR taken care of, AND I got a date for The Meeting. And last week I
watched Rabbit Proof Fence, which will indeed be perfect for the class, in particular because it provides
visuals for what Mean Spirit only touches on – the boarding school policy, and definitely the scene when the
girls are ripped from their mothers’ arms. That was pretty intense, but it actually happened, both in Australia
and here in the US.
I could even further examine how religion is used to justify oppression here, with the idea that the
“civil” individual is also a Xn. This is really the only way I can see to incorporate religion at this point, and it
is something I am a little sheepish to talk to Annie about, because I feel like should’ve known already. But
that sheepishness is holding me back, and that’s no good. Next week my midterms will be over, and I’ll have
a bit of breathing room. I can use that to really start reading for my thesis. And making my syllabus. Oh
geez.
It’s going to be remarkably easy to get overwhelmed. Hrm. Here are some achievable goals for the next 7
days:
- Stick to the evenings research thing
- Pass your midterms
- Have a productive meeting with Gary on Friday – come out with the makings of a syllabus
- Schedule appointments – or at least email – Webster, Jeremy and Annie
Notes from meeting with Dr. Webster, 12 November:
-Find sample lesson plans on pbs.org or the History Channel, National Geographic, Discovery Channel –
Free stuff!
-Have a protocol for how to select interviewee for final project
- What to look for – spell it out
- Have points (characteristics, issues) that they might want to explore – why they want to conduct
this interview
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- Stay away from peers, but PSU students, faculty, cool
- Women’s Resource Center – can talk to Ann Ard – perspective on what it means to work in a space
where folks are overcoming stuff
- Clergy, too, LGBT director, AIDS Project, counseling center, Center House director
2 Groups (might want to scrap this entirely)
- People who’ve dealt with it personally
- People who’ve helped others
- #2 might be more comfortable
Can talk about, then, the process of getting students engaged in the community
- Lay the groundwork for others to engage HS-ers in their own community
- “providing the process”
- Gets issues we often ignore out in the open for students – safe outlet
Keep e-portfolio – .pdfs of notes, etc.
12 November:
To say I need to journal more is pointless; I am journaling now.
In reading my two previous entries, I have resolved one or two of my biggest worries. At the Big
Honking Meeting two weeks ago, on the 31st, I brought up my concerns over the RL ST aspect of my thesis.
Unanimously everyone else agreed (Gary, Dr. Webster, Jeremy & Annie) that, with the kind of angle I am
pursuing in this project – triumph over oppression and adversity – there was more than enough stuff there to
earn those honors. I had been fretting over a too-small view, worrying about finding time to talk about
ISLAM or CHRISTIANITY or RELIGION AS AN INSTITUTION and I’d totally missed the aspect of
religion that encompasses spirituality, and philosophy. I am constructing this course around the idea that the
human spirit can and does triumph over adversity, and I’d never stopped to think about just how well that fits
into the area of “religious studies.”
Good thing I’ve surrounded myself with a smart (wise) advising team.
The odd thing is, although I feel the weight of this project – and all of my other
projects/papers/responsibilities – I do not feel like it is swallowing me whole. I say this is an odd thing
because, perhaps, usually by this time in the semester I am going crazy with stress and just want to chuck it
all out a window. So I am wondering – because this feeling is so new – if there’s not something I am
missing, somehow, or if things will suddenly pop up and I’ll go back to that familiar (and entirely oppressive
– oh, hey!) stage of being completely overwhelmed.
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I hope not.
The tricky part, however, is still making time to work on my thesis. After supper doesn’t work,
particularly if I have a book for class to read, or if we have a meeting, and neither do the other times I’ve
tried to set aside for thesis stuff. I feel like each time I meet with Gary I come empty-handed, and that
bothers me.
Clearly what I am really having trouble with is being disciplined. There are always excuses (some of
them are even good ones) but really – really – I just need to sit down and do this. Thank goodness for
Thanksgiving break. I know I am mentally putting a lot of stuff on my Break To-Do List, but on the other
hand, since I’m staying at the Co-op I don’t think that’s unreasonable.
14 November:
An unplanned meeting with one Hazel (not Motes) connected me with a woman from PSU’s
Education Department, and she told me about the website Task Stream. It sounds like a really cool way to
streamline (heh, heh) lesson plan making, and particularly to log the PA standards thing.
I feel, at this point, thoroughly under-prepared for this thesis, but I also feel like, once I get going,
that feeling will dissipate. Or, perhaps, I’ll at least learn (intimately, I suspect) that it’s a feeling I can work
over. Gary said that it takes him several years of teaching a course to feel like he has a handle on it. Part of
me responds to that by saying, Oh geez! I’m done for! But the other part of me (the more sensible part) is
grateful that he’ll be realistic, and knows (and will know) where I’m coming from. I plan to use half of
Thanksgiving break, and most of the semester break, to work just on my thesis. I have that MEDVL term
paper due right after Thanksgiving, which is nerve-wracking, because there is SO MUCH research I still
need to do for that, but I think if I devote the 23rd-26th on that and that alone, I should have enough for a solid
paper. Yes. I will.
The rest of the break I’ll be at Marilyn’s [a woman whose dogs I watch while she is away], which I
think is a good space/place just to read, and also watch movies. So I’ll do thesis research there.
At least the class itself doesn’t start until the 26th, and I’m on break until the 12th. So I am planning to
take Christmas Eve until New Year’s Day “off,” and have my ritual read-wonderful-books-and-not-doanything time. I’m looking forward to that. I can work before break officially begins, since I’ve only got 2
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finals and one take-home test, and – if I take the Soc 119 final on the Saturday before, as Sam offered – then
I’m done by Monday afternoon. Woot! And I don’t have to worry about packing up stuff, like I did when I
was in the dorms. So that’s a good thing.
Alright, so it looks like, as long as I manage things well, I’ll have enough time to adequately prepare
for this course, and especially for the first 9 weeks (or, maybe, just the first month). Alright. I can do this.

21 December:
. . . Well. Things did not go exactly as I’d hoped in the previous pages. Thanksgiving Break, and the
week after that, was utterly consumed by my term paper (and putting off my term paper) – it took much
longer than I’d originally thought. Added to that everything with Lisa [a housemate who had some troubles
before the break], and then my essays and finals, and I managed to put off my thesis quite well, much to my
anxiety (and, I fear, Gary’s disappointment). At least I have the renewed vindication, gained from staying up
’til 2.30 crafting a truly horrendous conclusion to what should have been an engaging paper on elves and
fairies in Medieval Britain, that I absolutely LOATH writing research papers, and, because of that, I am
positively no good at it. So at least I have that to fall back on, which will hopefully prevent me from wishing
too fervently that I hadn’t been such an obnoxiously outside-the-box kind of person when designing my
thesis.
I am meeting with Gary tomorrow, and I promised him that I’d spend all of last week (well, from
Wednesday to tomorrow) working on this class, which I manifestly haven’t done – I didn’t even work on it
on Thursday or Friday, as I told Patty [my therapist] I would – and now I fear I’m really sunk.
*headdesk*
It is interesting: when Gary expressed his doubts/fears to me in October, I used it as a way to prove
him wrong, and really got to work. But when he did on the 10th, it really just left me feeling guilty and
ashamed for having not come through.
Of course when I break it down in my mind, this project doesn’t seem so unachievable, but overall, it
feels like a big mess of anxiety and things I generally try (successfully, so far) to avoid.
I need to talk to Gary about this. He’s my co-teacher, and still my teacher teacher (and I am still his
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student), and for us to have a good, open relationship is essential. I do think that telling him my fears is the
right thing to do, but it’s still scary even thinking about it, because I don’t want there to be any moment of
him thinking that I’m backing out – I am not! – or that I am confirming his doubts.
…(Two hours later)
SEE WHAT I MEAN?
Okay. No more bullshit. I need to get to work.

23 December:
Meeting with Gary went well, actually. Really well. He believes in me, and us – he said we make a
good team! – and he said that my passion for what I am doing will inspire the students. He also said his
concerns are like the concerns that he has before every new class he teaches, and if more, then only because
it’s “my” baby and not his. So nothing extraordinary.
WHEW.
My goal from now on: work two to three hours per day on this class either until it’s finished - until
I’ve prepared all I can prepare – or until PSU classes begin again. (I am thinking it’ll be the latter. That’s
fine.)
It is weird thinking of people so close to me in age (or so close to my brother in age) as “my
students.” I am a little worried I will either patronize them or just forget myself and treat them as equals –
which doesn’t initially sound all that bad, but I don’t think I’ve ever looked at one of my teachers as an
equal, and I’m pretty sure the opposite should be true, as well. It’s going to be about balance, and respect,
and it’s going to take some getting used to.

25 January 2009:
The night before my class begins. Gary reported on Friday that we should expect between 12 and 15
students. I know of at least two of them who are excited for this class, from what Mum said, and from Beth
Shirely, from Acoustic Brew [a local folk concert series], who’s daughter’s taking the class. But beyond that,
I am really not sure what to expect. Curiously, I am not worried. I want to be sure I’m as ready as I can be, of
course (picked out my clothes), but I am not terribly anxious – as I was before Christmas break. This is a
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relief.
Before Thanksgiving, I had a dream of the first day in which Gary began talking and handed it over
to me, and I had no idea what to say. This past week, I had another dream, except in this one, I was talking
first – sort of rambling – and then during a pause Gary picked it up. This seems much more realistic, and I
found it reassuring.
Tomorrow, I plan to introduce myself, tell why I am teaching this course, pass around potential
reading material, and present my goals for the semester. (Goals: to allow the students to explore marginalized
people who’ve chosen to overcome their adversities; to allow students to see and question/explore multiple
sides to a story; to get students to start asking “why.”) I want to hear what they have to say about oppression
– what they think it is. I want to know what they expect from the class, and me.
26 January 2009:
-Take roll
-Ask why they’re here
-Why I’m here – thesis, Schreyer’s
-Tell me about who we should talk about – who’s oppressed in the world today? In history?
- write down 5 groups who you feel are oppressed
____
Jews (+9)
Native Americans (+8)
Muslims (+4)
Japanese (+3)
Africans (+3)
women (+2)
Indians (+2)
Also mentioned: Russians, French, the poor, Arabs, Chinese, everyone
(not the complete list – what I could get)
26 January:
Post class
Whew! Although there were some pauses, and maybe it was a little awkward, the first class is done,
and I think it went well! There are about 15 students in the class, and each of them seemed engaged, and
wanting to be there. They wanted to know about which books we’d be reading, and they seemed to respond
well when I went through my stack. The activity thing also went well – everyone had five or more groups
that they either felt were oppressed or that we would talk about. I think (and I believe Tiana pointed this out)
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that Jews were mentioned the most because we as a country talk about the Holocaust so much (not to
mention – should I mention? – the Zionist/Israeli lobby…) – it’s just drilled into our heads from middle
school (or earlier) onward. But I was pleased to find that Native Americans were such a close second. That
says to me that these students at least are aware of Natives… Although, now that I think of it, I used Natives
as my example when describing why I wanted to teach this course, so maybe all it says the students were
paying attention. I’ll take that.
Gary says there might be a snow day on Wednesday, but I hope not, honestly. They’ve got their first
Frankl reading and essay, and I’m really interested, and excited, to see what they have to say.

Planning class for Wednesday, 28 January:
Quiz – Ask 12, answer 10
-Fast answers - with potential for a take home
Quiz
3 things that stuck out
Make time for discussion!
-Also, get feedback on assignments – how’s the length?
-Email Issam Khoury, tell him to keep the 19th of Feb open

27 January:
Frankl reading I: pp. 21-74 potential quiz questions:
From page 21: Who were the Capos? (Answer: prisoners who had special privileges and/or who acted as
trustees)
- 22: Frankl mentions that “the best of us did not return.” What is he referring to? (pp. 23-24: Only those who
forsook their morals made it through)
- 26: Why was Frankl happy to get the coupon for cigarettes? (Because he could exchange them for soups)
- 26: What did an ordinary prisoner smoking signify? (That he’d lost the will to live)
- 30: What did Frankl try to smuggle into the camp with him? (His haversack and/or his manuscript)
- 32-33: How long do Frankl and the other prisoners have to get undressed before their showers? (Two
minutes)
- 35-36: List two things that Frankl names as “surprises” he didn’t know a human could endure. (not getting
a certain number of hours’ sleep per night; sores on hands, feet, not becoming infected; teeth and gums
healthier than ever; a previously light sleeper regularly sawing logs in miserable sleeping conditions)
- 37: What was the favored method of committing suicide among the prisoners? (Touching the electric wire
fence)
- 38: What advice did the older prisoner (and Frankl’s friend) give to the newly arrived, after sneaking into
their hut one night? (Shave every day; walk “smartly” outside)
- 41-42: What characterizes Frankl’s second stage of “prisoner psychological reactions” which Frankl
illustrates by remembering his own reaction to a prisoner he’d watched die? (Apathy)
- 46: Who made sure Frankl had soup ladled from the bottom of the pot, always marched at the front of the
column, and did not get placed in “dreaded kinds of work with strange guards?” (The capo who tells Frankl
about his “love stories and matrimonial troubles”)
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- 48: Why didn’t Frankl wake up the prisoner who was having a nightmare? (“No dream, no matter how
horrible,” could be as bad as life in the camps)
- 51: What does Frankl end up doing with his daily bread ration? (Dividing it in half, saving half for later)
- 56-57: Who does Frankl see in his mind’s eye while marching to work one day? (His wife)
- 63-64: After being relocated to Dachau, what are Frankl and the other prisoners so pleased to discover
about their “new” camp, as opposed to Auschwitz, their “old” one? (It doesn’t have an oven – no chimney)
- 70: To what animal does Frankl compare the prisoners? (Sheep)
- 72: Where does Frankl sit at one of the camps to gain some “alone time?” (Behind a hut, on a water pipe)

30 January:
Snow day on Wednesday.
Five minutes before class – don’t wait this long again. Have a quiz – because the reading was so long
– there’s a lot there – plus the essays I assigned. Felt some trepidation last night, but now that I’m here, it’s
just the same question as before – how will I fill the time? I took notes on the reading, and with that, and the
quiz, and the essays, hopefully all will go well.
_____
Kirsty – found the reading boring, confusing, read like a history book
Dominique – didn’t feel like there was enough detail
Gary – consider the motives of the author
Alex pointed out the opening paragraphs, which Darcy considers pretentious
-Darcy: is there a competition among survivors to tell the tale?
Ian: We’ve grown apathetic to the many stories…
Tiana: compared books (the stories) to the piles of shoes in the Holocaust Museum
…Feet as a metaphor?
Ian: Revelation is (on some level) a choice
- Choice is in the perception of the revelation (and choosing how to perceive it)
Gary (quoting Proverbs): “All the ways of a man are good in his own eyes…”
____
Post class
Alright! Wow, it seemed like everything I really wanted to talk about in the book the students hit
without hardly any prompting. They just launched right into it, and were definitely not afraid to tell why they
liked it (Tiana) or didn’t like it (Kirsty). Alex, Dominique, and definitely Ian were the big talkers – Alex was
very articulate, I felt, although Ian has clearly read a lot and seems to feel more comfortable assuming an
intellectual stance.
I was concerned about the page length – it was over 50 pages, plus the essay, but thanks to the snow
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day everyone had the essay done, and it was quite apparent that at least the folks who spoke often (slightly
less than half, I reckon) really did the reading.
Darcy wondered if, because there are (were) so many survivors of the Holocaust, and so many
stories, if that might not lead to a kind of competition – who’s go the story most capable of moving
audiences? Ian then pointed out, contrary to what Gary said/believed, that we as Americans crave violence
due to the mediocrity of our own lives, if perhaps, due to the sheer volume of Holocaust stories, if we have
not grown apathetic to them all – oh, Holocaust, ho, hum – even as Frankl talked about growing apathetic to
the death and the horror of the camps. I loved the levels of perception in the discussion – how we talked
beyond the text.
(Although I feel like I was mostly an observer in the class. Gary had warned me of his tendency to
take over/monopolize things, and while it was really the students talking today, they mostly directed their
observations/critiques to Gary, unless I said something. On Tuesday, I think I’ll be more prepared – to
lead/teach, not just with questions, lesson plans, etc. – and hopefully it will be a bit more balanced.)
We also talked about – thanks to one of the times I did speak – choice, and how Frankl’s revelation
that love is the salvation of man could’ve been his choice. There was some discussion on this, but we veered
off a bit. Actually, that’s okay. I was a little reluctant to come out and say, Is triumph (of the spirit) a choice?
– but now they are thinking about Frankl’s writings with “choice” in mind – at least, I hope.

3 February:
In class
Tiana – Ah, giant chunks of psychology eating my brain!
Lack of linear progression irritated folks
Text rendering – find 1-2 sentences – up to a paragraph – and read it aloud, say why you did
Severin picked emotion line on 95
Alex – Nietzsche quotes on 103, 104
Dominique – 84 – “degraded majority” vs. “promoted minority”
Post class
Okay, so didn’t leave myself enough time before class to journal, and don’t have a whole lot of time
now, but class today went pretty well. Not as jaw-droppingly awesome as Friday, but that was a pretty high
bar we set then. Gary talked a lot today about the essays, and what, technically speaking, makes a good
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essay, and I think that kind of deadened the energy. This reading was pretty meaty, psychologically, and
some of the students were definitely irritated by that – it’ll be interesting to see what they say in these next
essays.
But man, those first responses were quite impressive! I have to go. I will write more later.

4 February:
So, my memory of yesterday’s class is one in which Gary and I – but mostly Gary – did a lot of
talking, and by the time the students really had a chance to say anything, there was a lot of pent-up
boredom/frustration, which didn’t come out well. Hopefully tomorrow we’ll actually be able to discuss
things.
In the students’ first essays, many were struck by the story of when Frankl chose not to wake one of
his hut-mates, who was suffering from a nightmare, because he realized that no dream, no matter how
terrible, could be as bad as the reality of the camps. At least one student said how that made her realize just
how truly awful life in the camps was – that that story, above all, drove it home for her.
In reflecting now, I realize that I cannot conceive of a place where staying in a nightmare would be
better than waking. Regardless of what the man suffering from may have felt, for Frankl to have that
revelation – for him to know it to be true – just blows my mind. I have been in some pretty rotten situations,
where the stress seemed almost unbearable, but even then . . . This, of course, makes me question how truly
“unbearable” my situations were.

5 February:
Post class
Hmm. Right now I’m still feeling really “in” class, and I’m still feeling really *wince* because I
showed a clip from The Life of Brian, which I find really pertinent but also entertaining, but which Gary did
not, and then it was kind of awkward – actually, really awkward – afterward. I think I need to put some space
between it and me – thank goodness for the weekend – and assure Gary, via email, that any future clips I
hope to show I’ll submit to him first for approval. … Ouch.
I also feel like class is kind of boring. Gary talks a lot, and although it’s interesting to hear what he
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has to say, I get the sense that the students are sort of frustrated by the heavy reading and then by this.
Hopefully Maus will come in by Monday and we’ll be able to start that next. It’s dramatically lighter, if not
in content, then at least in presentation.
I want this class to be fun and memorable, and I’m not sure it is, right now. I need to adjust this.

8 February:
Notes on the Frankl 161-179 reading; preparing for class
Talk about: LOGOS !"#$%
- Karl Buhler, Gestalt perception, Max Wertheimer
- Freedom/free will vs. determinism?
- Existential vacuum – feeling of emptiness and meaninglessness
- Article from Z Magazine on consumerism <http://www.zcommunications.org/zmag/viewArticle/20446>
p. 162 – can one “be happy” without any outside situation involved?
pp. 171-2: Jerry Long’s story/decision
p. 174: collective guilt
p. 175: the past (omnia mutantur, nihil interit)
p. 176: Meaning (its potential) is unconditional, and so is a person’s value
-difference between usefulness and values learned
-against “mercy killings”
p. 179: Last 2 sentences, last “point”
-Issue of FATE
- Logos (OED) – word, speech, discourse, reason, account, meaning, thought, logic

9 February:
Really, I ought to journal the night before class, instead of 5 minutes before. But I’m pretty pumped
for today – I actually prepared, beyond doing the reading and although I forgot the article from Z Mag, we
can maybe have that for Wednesday. But I have talking points and steering points, and I’m hoping we’ll have
a good discussion today, unlike the last two classes, which have been sort of dull. I don’t want today to be
dull.
… Oh wow. PSSA testing today. Half the class will be gone. Hmm…
____
MAUS: Find one word that encapsulates the reading – write all on board
Several students find passages that represent that word
Talk about the comic medium, too
Notes on first reading: pp. 1-40
- p.12-15: with Lucia – always he could earn a living (important, then) – Lucia’s family: poor (no prospects)
- p. 22: Vladek, in a way, marrying Anja for her money
- p. 26-27: Vladek’s reaction to communists
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- p. 30: Richieu born, pills spilled
- p. 33: swastika as background

11 February:
Before class
So, Monday went pretty well. Gary read the Z Mag article out loud, and although I’m not sure how
well they “got” it, I think it sunk in a little bit.
Today we really start Maus. It’ll be interesting to hear their reactions to that after something so meaty
as Frankl. I’m hoping (as always) we can fill the time.
Post class
Class today – lots of energy and enthusiasm, although lacking a bit on the organization. Fire drill.
Just looked through their essays and saw lots of “never read a graphic novel before but I liked this” kinds of
responses, which is sweet. We got into an interesting discussion about connectedness, and also
identity/categorizing people based on their backgrounds. I should write more, but I really have to be going.

12 February:
Attempting to meet with Issam Khoury, since he’s guest speaking next week. It’s easier said than
done.
There were some very strong reactions in the final bunch of Frankl essays (which covered the last
part of the book, on Tragic Optimism). Several of them were very anti-Frankl, even going so far as to say
things like, “I did not like this book at all!” That was a little discouraging, because the things they listed as
complaints – the psychological jargon, his repetitiveness, and even his use of quotes by other scholars and/or
philosophers – all struck me as missing the forest for the trees. From my perspective, Frankl talks about some
really cool stuff – sure, it’s meaty, but there are some seriously powerful ideas there – for instance, that life is
never devoid of meaning, but that one must choose to find it, and to discover how Life holds one responsible
for one’s life. How even situations which from the outside may be seen as utterly terrible – the camps are an
obvious example, but also being paralyzed from the neck down – how even here (especially here?) meaning
exists – one’s life may still have purpose.
I think some of the students were so busy complaining that they completely missed this. I suppose I
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can only hope that they read it again later. But! on the other end of the reaction spectrum, there were some
students who declared that they liked this later section, with its explanations of Logotherapy, better than the
first section – indeed, that they even found it easier to follow. Ian, bless his heart, spent a whole paragraph
expressing his own frustrations with the class, and effectively summed up the attitudes contained in at least a
third of the essays (and described above). It was kind of awesome.
A couple of students were struck by the book’s final sentences, describing human decency. Earlier
Frankl had stated his belief that there were only two “races” of people – “good” folks and “bad” folks. I
remember someone disagreeing with that – and it is awfully simplistic – basically saying that people are (or,
perhaps, should be allowed to be) more nuanced than that (and I agree), but I think Frankl clarified a bit on
that last page (or maybe expanded), when he said that truly good people – “saints” – were, and always would
be, a minority. I don’t think he included himself among them. Anyway, Josh wrote almost all of his response
on this – reacting to/reflecting on those final paragraphs, and ended up with one of the most eloquent essays
I’ve read so far in this class. (There are some really strong writers here – it’s pretty great.) Josh considered
the “good guys” and “bad guys” of WWII, and how, although the U.S. was supposed to be among the good
guys, they did things, like firebomb Japan, which were manifestly not the actions of “decent” people.
(13 February)
I was really impressed – he’d obviously put some thought into his response – and he’d obviously
been thinking about the book, outside of the book. And it was essays like this, and like Ian’s, and Kristina’s,
that made me glad Gary and I decided to teach this book.

Notes on Maus chapters 3, 4
p. 43: clean your plate! (Great Depression mindset…)
p. 50: Reaction to killing a German
p. 54: Wants to be “treated like a human being!”
p. 59: Narration on bottom 3 panels, voice on top
- Go over how Vladek went from POW to free
p. 64: Poles = pigs. Disguised.
p. 82: Sign in background of panel 3
p. 91: conclusion of stadium story – Vladek on bike
- pigs: Spiegelman thought Poles looked like Piggy cartoon characters – Miss Piggy, Porky Pig
- Vladek – not exactly an upstanding person…
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13 February:
Post class
Although the students did bring up some of the things I’d noticed (noted above), most of the class
was spent on a discussion of symbolism and the Nazi swastika versus the Hindu symbol
[<http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/63/HinduSwastika.svg>]. And through that we got into
a discussion (a little bit) on free speech, and its limits.
I always think, Oh, how will I fill the time?, and always by the end wish I had more time to discuss
the things that I noticed in the readings. I suppose I could always commandeer the discussion, and simply
point out things, but I am, at this point, more comfortable allowing the students to talk things where they will
(provided we stay more or less on topic). I think I’m more of a facilitator than a teacher, unless I’m lecturing.
… Gary just came in the office and scared the bejeezus out of me. Sheesh.

19 February:
Before class
(whoops)
Going to try to combine the end of Maus with Men in the Sun today – half and half. Issam Khoury,
from Students for Justice in Palestine, came to speak on Tuesday, which I think went really wonderfully, and
hopefully helped prepare them, at least a little, for Kanafani.
The main things I want to discuss with Maus are
-Tosha killing the children, herself
-Mother’s suicide/comic
-Dehumanization/demonization of the Nazi cats
The first two the students brought up in their responses, but the last one was something I noticed in
the text, and it was reflected in some of the responses. I’d like to point this out, and posit whether having the
characters be animals doesn’t make it easier to simplify their roles/who they are.
For Kanafani, I anticipate some grumbling at the length, so I’m going to direct something: four
groups, each group looks at one character: Marwan, Abu Qais, Assad, and Abul Khaizuran. I think that this
will help them piece it together.

Post class
So we didn’t get to Men in the Sun at all, although we did express enthusiasm for Issam. People think
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it’d be really cool to have him at an All School Meeting, in a kind of point-counterpoint panel thing, which
could be really sweet – and dangerous.
We spent the whole period (after that) discussing Maus, and following the little side streets and
digressions that came from discussing Maus. The mother’s suicide, how Artie reacted, what that reveals
about the characters, and then personal experiences/opinions about suicide, really dominated. Some folks
really had a problem with how Artie treats Vladek, and then Darcy pointed out how cool it was that Artie
was also the author, and that he doesn’t flatter himself. I did bring up about the
dehumanization/demonization of the Nazis/cats, and although that wasn’t enough to completely turn the
conversation, I think it did shift it a bit. Overall, the discussion was very sustained, and Gary had a list of
who would speak when, which he stuck to almost maniacally. We’re giving them until Monday to have read
Kanafani (there was a mutiny) which I think will work out better anyway. They were sure relieved.

23 February:
In class: Men in the Sun
Some discussion about the translation – how it was difficult to read (at first) – but Gary, Ian and
Tiana brought up how, although it took some getting used to, it also helped get the reader into that mindset,
and how the descriptions were quite beautiful.
Now we are doing a group activity (and so far people seem mostly into it…) Four groups, each
looking at Marwan, Abu Qais, Assad or Abul Khaizuran. Then I’m going to bring it back, and write what the
groups report on the board, and hopefully that will allow us to really get into this story.
Writing down what’s on the board…
Assad: whiny; wack; mid/early 20s; living off family’s money; good with negotiation; looking for easy way
out
(but: assertive, stood up to A.K., got left in the desert)
Marwan: 16 years old; most heart/emotion; more in touch with happiness – not misery; youth stood out
against everyone else
(out to prove himself, prove he’s better than his father; self-absorbed, “hero of his own drama”;
revelation about his dad, dad’s wife)
Abul Khaizuran: 30s – 40s; “strong arms”; honest for the most part; questionable motives: out of money, still
cares, feels really sorry; wise; asks why a lot
(seems really genuine; story about hooker very ironic; served his country; replaces money with his
losses – loss of manhood = v. ashamed)
Abu Qais: late 50s; slow, calm, patient; close to nature – with Earth, birds, olive trees; a dreamer, thinker
(seems two-dimensional; slowness caused him to be left behind, in a way)
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-All “stock” characters, but in that way – everymen
-Like sphinx riddle in Oedipus (that was Ian)
Post class
Class went well! I led it, mostly (almost entirely!) and we managed to keep stuff mostly on track, and
although of course I wish we could’ve had another half hour to really get into some stuff, I think we did a
pretty good job. I recorded what the groups wrote on the board above, as well as what the class as a whole
discussed in relation to a particular character. They saw Assad as whiney, at first, but when I pointed out the
page where he really took charge with the negotiations, and that he’d been dumped in the desert, Ian pointed
out that this was a person who’d had every choice made for him, and when he finally makes one for himself,
he’s cheated and almost dies, so that gives him some rights to be cranky.
Abul Khaizuran and Abu Qais were the two favorite characters, although Darcy seemed really to like
Marwan. He was very boyish, but I liked how she/their group pointed out that he was also the least
jaded/most inclined to happiness of the four men. Ian then said how the four characters might represent four
stages of life, after I pointed out that their “2D-ness” makes them more like everymen.
26 February:
In class
Interviewing (for Monday)
- Representation – what does it mean to represent someone?
- Insider’s story
- Number checking, after interview, before publication
- making sure representation is accurate
- person’s not just there to fulfill homework – you’re representing their identity
- Questions – structure of the interview
- what kinds of questions are better than others, avoiding “yes/no”, leading questions
- Keep it in first person
- Start first draft as transcript, transcript-ish, and then work to frame it to be more like something from
Crossing the BLVD
- Anne again on 23 March
- Today: Ask who their person is – have them have a more concrete idea for Monday’s class
- Pass out war Writings books for comparisons to BLVD
- Follow up with Anne after Break (23 March)
Post class
Today we discussed the interview things, which there seems to be a sort of lack of enthusiasm for,
and Gary also talked about classroom ethics, and how, although last Thursday’s class was cool in its
enthusiasm, it was maybe not so great in the kind of energy that was being tossed around. So basically it was
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about twenty after one [about twenty minutes left] when we finally got to discuss Returning to Haifa. I wish
we would have been able to discuss this more – Monday’s class was great, and I think it was because of the
in-class activity, that sort of directed them, but I didn’t have anything specific for today, and by the time
Gary was through the energy had depleted/veered, somewhat.
I owe it to myself to respond in my own way to these readings.

1 March:
Reflecting on the Haifa essays
Nora wrote that she sympathizes with Safiyya – although she left Khaldun inside the house, Nora
said that she would not have taken anyone else outside with her in a situation like that, to protect them from
being hurt.
Truly, and although I probably will not say this aloud, who’s to say how one will behave in a true
panic situation? How much of a choice did either Safiyya or Said really have there? Sam [Richards; PSU
sociology professor] talks about sociology being about Free Will vs. Determinism – there was an AWFUL
lot out of those characters’ control there. Yes, they left their child behind, but was it really fair (no.) for Dov
to basically accuse them of abandoning him, because they “waited” twenty years to return? Absolutely not.
Of course, he was speaking out of anger, but I have little hope that Dov will ever regard that . . . situation
(there has to be a better word) with any kind of objectivity – with anything but anger.
Re: Naomi’s essay: It frustrates me that she really didn’t seem to understand S. and S.’s hostility
towards Dov and Miriam. Was she paying attention at all during Issam’s presentation? Was she really
thinking about this reading? . . . And then I read Josh’s, and am glad that he sees details that even I don’t put
together.
I want to bring up in class something that many of these students haven’t seemed to pick up on – the
fact that S. and S. physically – legally – COULD NOT return to Haifa for twenty years. The borders were
closed – unless, I suppose, one had the proper paperwork, but I’d like to know how refugees – as S. and S.
very likely were – would get these papers. Which would have left smuggling oneself in as an alternative, but
as we saw with Men in the Sun (and other sources), that’s rather deadly. It’s not as if S. and S. were chilling
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over in Jordan for twenty years, and then just decided to come over. They were kicked out, and couldn’t get
back until after the 1967 war, when Israel decided to open its borders a little bit. It says this, right in the text
… *headdesk*
I also want to bring up the fact that S.’s son, Khalid, is not threatening to join an army, but rather the
fidayeen – guerillas – freedom fighters – martyrs – suicide bombers. The “bad guys.” No one really
mentioned that in their essays, and I didn’t get the chance on Thursday to bring it up. But I think it’s
important.
… Ugh. I wish we weren’t having an interviewing workshop tomorrow.
Re: Athena’s essay: She found that Kanafani “seems to endorse the view that violence is a potential
solution for conflict,” and said that it was one of the few aspects to the story she “disliked” – she found it
“somewhat unsettling.”
. . . I agree with Kanafani, here. It’s the Palestinians’ militant resistance to Israel that has kept
Israel’s advance at bay at all. It has also ensured that the Palestinians cannot be ignored – not by the Israelis,
not by the rest of the world. Again – how many choices do they have? Nonviolence is one solution, perhaps,
but not a strong one. Not one that will work by itself.

2 March:
In class
Reckon I’ll discuss the Kanafani/Haifa story on Wednesday.
Right. Anne. Interviews!
Crossing the BLVD – it’s a collaboration, joint effort between Warren, Judith, and the speakers/interviewees
-Clearly it’s not a transcript
Emic (inside) Etic (outside)
-Interviews want to take an emic perspective – get inside how the speaker sees it, present it that way
-You will be in the story – objectivity is impossible – but being aware, and striving to put it in their
voice – that’s what you aim for

4 March:
Post class
We watched the first twenty minutes of Rabbit Proof Fence today (“the bunny movie,” according to
Gary). It’s a quiet film, as I recall, but pretty darn evocative. It’ll definitely get them thinking.
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Before that, I played some Qur’an recitations from Michael Sells’ book, Approaching the Qur’an:
the Early Revelations. I’m not sure how much they were into it – I was trying to cram two suras and the
adhan into basically 15 minutes, and I did not do it well – but I think at least I had their attention. Gary
asked, before, “Why listen to the Qur’an?” and no one really had much of an answer, so I provided some –
because you can’t really appreciate the text – or even Islam – until you hear it recited; because that is its
original form; because the Qur’an is almost unique in that it is still mostly only available in its original
language – not the myriad translations and new editions of the Christian Bible. Also, it’s beautiful.
I also attempted to explain how the Qur’an is the word of God, of Allah, past, present and future –
now, eternally – and to harm the book in any way is basically like harming Allah himself.
After class, Gary said to me that that is how he regards the Bible, and the Passion – something utterly
sacred – which is why he didn’t like the Monty Python clip. … Oops. Again.

6 March:
Post class
More Bunny Movie today – although we didn’t finish it. It’ll be something to do when we get back.
Alex asked me before class today if we were listening to more Qur’an recitations in class, and he said
how much he enjoyed that. (Yippee!) Maybe when we start Persepolis I’ll bring that in again, and we can
listen to the Shi’a call to prayer. That would work, I think. I was also planning to read aloud (or maybe copy
and pass out) some of Shirin Ebadi’s book [Iran Awakening: a Memoir of Revolution and Hope], to fill in,
from an adult perspective, some of what Satrapi talks about from her child-perspective.
With the exception of the reading/homework due on Monday (2 March), there was nothing assigned
this week, and I know the kids appreciated that. Although they loved Crossing the BLVD so much I am going
to copy some more stories to assign for Tuesday the 17th. (I also want to do the Chocolate Video that day,
and play something Irish in honor of St. Pat’s.)
Over break I am going to read The Emperor was Divine, because we may teach that later on.
19 March:
Post class
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I didn’t write on Tuesday (obviously). Today we had read two more selections from Crossing the
BLVD, and then I proceeded to depress everyone by showing that Chocolate Video from Soc 119. I even
passed out chocolate chips beforehand. [The “chocolate video” is a clip from a documentary about modern
slavery. The section we watched follows the filmmakers as they go undercover to a cocoa plantation in West
Africa, where cocoa farmers are being held and forced to work for no pay. The filmmakers also interview a
group of recently freed men, who display the physical and emotional scars of the conditions they survived.
The clip exists on YouTube: <http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Gktid0YO9s >]
Gary and I did a lot of talking, this class. Gary especially , since he brought up re-starting an
Amnesty International chapter here at Delta, and then mentioned how he has secured 25 tickets for Ishmael
Beah next Monday (woo-hoo!). I’d wanted to discuss the BLVD readings, but I stuck with my guy and
played the DVD instead. The section I showed was a bit longer than I’d thought, so it worked out. I think
they were properly stunned. Kirsty, who’d taken a PILE of chocolate chips, tried to pass them off to someone
else afterward. Alex ate his right away, but not in the way of one who wasn’t conscious of what he was
doing. Gary and I, and Dominique and Ian and Alex and Athena, talked/reacted – Athena brought up
freeganism …
Am. Int’l – Gary’s view vs. mine; what do you do
[Totally ran out of time here]

23 March:
In class
Anne is back, and almost all of the students (here) have some draft of their interview to work with. I
am wondering about Alex, Erik and Dominique (particularly the first two), about their reasons for missing
class today. Oh well.
Anne asked everyone to go through their drafts and pick out the “golden lines” – lines that really
stood out, and seemed to say something. She then had the students pick one of those lines, and write on what
they thought the line said what they thought it meant – and why it was so important.
I’m sitting next to Kirsty, who interviewed her mother. Kirsty’s line (which is ringing in my ears) is
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from when her mother talks of the day she married Kirsty’s father. “It was like I signed my life away to the
devil.” Kind of blew me away.
In other, more cheery news, Gary bought a ton of Fair Trade chocolate, and hot cocoa, yesterday at
his church. So now everyone has mugs and (likely) sticky fingers – big hit. Yay, eating guilt-free chocolate
in class!
Anne is coming back on 17 April, when the students will have their final drafts of the interviews
complete, and we’ll have a mini-party and ship them off to be bound. The interviews, I mean.
She is great – the students respond to her really well, and she knows how to communicate with them.
Gary also handed out the Modern Slavery Essay Competition flyers, and stipulated that everyone
write an essay, although they don’t have to enter it. (I hope some do.) We’re talking more tomorrow about
that - I hope we can involve the whole school, and maybe even the High School, as well.
Ishmael Beah tonight. We’re giving the equivalent of one homework response (10 points) for
attendance. Kirsty was pleased with that.

23 March:
Ishmael Beah at Eisenhower Auditorium, 8:00 PM
- Very “simple” childhood
- Oral tradition – storytelling for everything
- Facilitates active listening (for retelling) – old folks paid attention to the retellings
- “When you take away certain facts of the story, you destroy the purpose, the functionality, of the
story”
- So, his memoir reflects this
- War – changed country from a place where to be young was to be innocent into a place where
being
young was deadly
- Sowed serious distrust in children
- Very easy to say you would “behave morally” when “you’re not in that position”
- In order for you to stay alive (on the battlefield), someone else has to die
- “All of us are capable of losing our humanity”
- Watching movies like Rambo as training aides
- Armies replaced families they’d lost
- Reintegration was very difficult – children, even “rehabilitated” ones, were still looked at with
fear,
hatred, by adults
- “Just because people don’t come from the same lifestyle doesn’t mean we’re primitive”
- “You’d be surprised how quickly you can learn a language when you have to use it to stay alive”
- War beings at inconvenient times – when it begins, you have what you have – no time to getanything else
- Folks in US Embassies, university admissions, asked him for papers – bank statements, report
cards,
etc., - which let him know just how much these folks didn’t know about WAR
- “You think I had time to get my report card?”
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- Looking at Sierra Leone in the war is only one aspect – there’s also a Before the War, and an After the
War, and the human context throughout
- “Sierra Leone was never hopeless”
- “When you give it that [human] context, it is no longer so distant” ( = has nothing to do
with
us)
- Rejects the idea of a “lost generation”
- Developed by psychologists, sociologists, who’ve never been there – this idea that the
child
soldiers are irrevocably changed, “lost”, by war
- “Because of the war, I learned to appreciate what it is to be alive, just to wake up in the
morning, in
peace”
- “That’s why I’m always smiling”
- “Still think of myself as a Sierra Leonian with some American tendencies”
- “Learn about other places, travel to other places, discover other cultures before they have a war”
- “Not all of Africa is a savannah . . .”
- “I’ve learned to live with it [memories/experiences] positively so it’s no longer destructive to
me”
- Monkey story (at the end of the book): “Once you lift the gun, once violence starts, there has to
be a
consequence”
- Moral/purpose of that story

25 March:
Post class, journaling before Soc 001
This is venturing into Social Studies areas, with our preparation for Bales’ visit, etc. We’ve been
focusing on modern slavery – last Thursday, Monday – sort of – showing bits of Sam’s (Kevin’s) DVD…
Gary mentioned it afterwards – said he didn’t mind, he just wasn’t qualified to teach Social Studies. He
suggested that we do some sort of creative free write in class on Friday – something like, we (or they) pick a
word or three from the reading and have them spend about ten minutes writing blank verse poetry on it.
Which would get us back in to the English swing of things, and also would be really cool.
I think we should spend … totally just got distracted by the cute guy in the first row. This is why I
need to keep writing in the solitude of Gary’s office.
Jokes. We need jokes, or something. Because we’re venturing into seriously depressing territory. I
don’t want folks to get down … too much.
25 March:
George Galloway, British MP, and Remi Kanazi, Palestinian-American poet
… Reckon I’m the only redhead here … (about 300 people; HUB Alumni Hall)
- Will discuss what is, at best, a “lack of clarity,” and at the worst, a “deliberate Orwellian
institution”
- So-called ‘war on terror’ “has bankrupted the word ‘terror’ of all meaning”
- Old “sun never sets on the British Empire” spiel – his Irish grandfather’s response: “That’s because God
would never trust the Brits in the dark”
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- “When all is said and done, imperialism is all about going to other people’s countries and stealing their
things” – George Orwell
- US has replaced UK as “principal empire”
- It was the aim of the West (Empire) to divide and conquer the Arab peoples – exploit
- Balfour, on behalf of one people, promised something to a second people at the cost of a third
people
- Balfour: anti-Semite, wanted Jews out of the UK
- Many Zionists in the US are fundamentalist Christians
- “Real Christians believe in the prophets, peace be upon them. Bush and Blair believed in the
profits,
and may they get a piece of ’em”
- ... He’s very much an MP – practiced/good orator
- The weaponry that Israel uses to “strike back”/ “defend” is paid for by US citizens’ tax dollars
- “MADE IN THE USA”
- Is it any wonder that people hate us?
- The real wonder is that even more don’t hate us …
- In any other war, people can flee – from bombardment, etc. – but in Gaza, the gates were locked
- It is in our best interest, in “fighting” this “war on terror” to “face these uncomfortable truths”
that are
coming out of Gaza and the West Bank
- Re: Holocaust – committed by white European Christians – and the Palestinian Arabs pay the
price?
- “You can’t have peace without justice”
- “If you don’t change America’s policy (towards Israel, Palestine), then there’s no point in closing
Guantanamo Bay”
- He’s in favor of a one-state solution, akin to South Africa
- When I think about it in terms of South Africa, post-apartheid, it makes more sense
- According to G.G., a two-state solution would allow for only 22% of the land for Palestinians,
no room for refugees to return, and no end to the hatred
- “This is 2009, and you can’t have exclusive states in the world any longer”
- “War is the terrorism of the rich and powerful. Terrorism is the war of the poor and powerless”
- EU scholar Peter Yustinov
- “There’s much rubbish on the Internet” … but there’s also much truth out there (paraphrase)
- find it
- He recommends the Guardian and the Independent as the two best newspapers in England
- “And if they’re the best in England, they’re certainly better than anything here” (in the
US)
- We need a USAID convoy to Palestine ASAP
- Demand our universities and other public institutions boycott Israel, Israeli goods
- Any boycott has to be focused and accurate
- Find allies in other communities – African Americans, for example
- An attitude of inclusiveness
- “It’s time to resurrect the PLO,” which represented Palestinians all over the place, not just in
the
West Bank and Gaza

27 March:
Before class
By the copier. Funny, some of my bigger anxieties about this class revolve around the copy machine.
Gary suggested an activity for class today, to move us out of the realm of facts (from the readings)
and back into feelings. We’ll have everyone (in silence) think of one word that encapsulates the reading for
each of them. Then (still in silence) everyone will go write their words on the board. Gary and I will abstain,
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in order to refrain from giving the idea that there are right, or better, words. And then we’ll open up the
conversation, by reading each one of the words on the board, and go from there. If the conversation lags,
then we’ll show a YouTube video – probably the one about the guy who turns himself in for buying
chocolate.
I also want to hear how their essays are going, because they’re due on Monday.
Five more packets to go. Four minutes to class. *headdesk*

31 March:
In class
Writing a 15-step formula poem, based on the readings from Bales. Before that, we shared “golden
moments/lines” (to borrow a term from Anne) from the Slavery Essay Competition essays, which were due
today. I’m really looking forward to reading them.
After that we repeated, “pop-rocks” style, an activity that worked beautifully on Friday – picking a
line (or two) from the text, and reading it two times aloud, without comment. On Friday we went around and
everyone read one – and then Severin asked if he could read another, and that set off another, more
impromptu round, although we maintained the quietness. In this class, I don’t have to worry about if they’ll
talk, so much as if they’ll shut up and focus. That worked. We did that again today (although I didn’t
necessarily want to – I don’t want it to get old) – Nora volunteered on her own, and about half the class
shared. I guess they enjoyed it, then!
We’re going to continue the poem activity on Friday, and then they’ll hand them in.

14 April:
Kevin Bales, 7.30, Thomas Building
-Gold in Ghana – slaves who mine the gold survive 6 months to two years after beginning, due to
silicosis in lungs, and processing gold with mercury
- “If only your gold wedding ring was as pure as your love . . .”
-Exploitation, desperation – same things that lead people to be enslaved also lands them in sweatshops
- Three Ds – Dirty, Dangerous, and Demeaning
- Three levels of the 3 Ds:
Tough factories
Sweatshops
Slavery
-A situation where one cannot walk away, even if it’s into a worse
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situation (starvation)
- A slave cannot even choose to starve
- Price of human beings is at an all-time low – there’s a glut of potential slaves
- So slaves are worked until they die from it
- 800 million – 1 billion people in a pool of potential slaves
- For almost all of human history, average slave (“prime field hand”) cost, in today’s money, about $40,000
- Until about 30 years ago, when pool of potential slaves exploded
- Price today: about $90
- Slaves today – humans today – are like Styrofoam cups
- Dude, shrimp. Slaves processed, farmed, cleared the area – all that frozen shrimp!
- No wonder I don’t feel good about it . . .
- Thomas Clarkson – 1785/87 – Anti-Slavery Foundation
- It takes about $400 to free a slave
- $400 * 27 million slaves = $10.8 billion
- But the return on that – on free people living at a moderate poverty level – is $21.6 billion. So.
- International Cocoa Initiative
- Designated Suppliers Program
- “… Something absolutely without precedent in history. … If you pour over the histories of all the peoples, I
doubt that you will find anything more extraordinary.” – Alexis de Tocqueville, on hearing of the decision by
Thomas Clarkson, et al. (12 other folks), to bring global slavery to an end
- Global slave industry/trade in the late 18th, early 19th centuries was the economic equivalent of today’s
global automotive industry
- If we can’t choose to do something about this, then – are we really free?

15 April:
Post class
So it’s been a while.
On Monday we took a “field trip” up to the HUB to see the Bittersweet Winds exhibit – a collection
of portrayals of American Indians in children’s books, and especially on/as sports teams mascots. We
couldn’t stay for very long, but Ritchie Plass, who put together/hosted the exhibition, spent some time
talking about it and answering questions.
Then today Kevin Bales came to Delta to speak at an All School Meeting, and then spent the
remainder of lunch, and about half of class, hanging out with us and a few others, eating pizza and answering
questions. People were quiet, but it was a focused sort of quiet – they were paying attention.

1 May:
While grading papers
Re: Dominique’s essay on Beah reading 4. Holy cow. She’s in 12th grade, and she is expressing this
awareness for people she’s never met, living far away from her world, and thinking about how their lives are
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affected by events she’s only read about, while she lives safe here in SC. I don’t think I really started doing
that until I was in college.
But that’s so important. If we can remember that there are other people out there, living their lives at
this very moment – going through things that are far removed from our paradigms – suffering, or going
hungry, or killing, or falling asleep, or whatever – when we remember this, then we also remember how
connected we are. We are not all separate entities, fumbling around on this planet. We are, all of us,
intimately connected with everything around us, including each other.
The fact that Dominique is thinking along the lines of, “When I was in daycare, Ishmael Beah was
running around the bush killing people” – in a strange way, it’s gratifying. It also adds to my belief that she
has the great potential to go great lengths toward changing this world.
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Final Reflection Essay
I find it revealing that the hardest part of this project was not teaching the class – was not grading
papers, or navigating tricky discussions, or working with the few students who were not regularly engaged –
but rather, the hardest part is writing this thesis out. When describing my project to friends, I would brush off
this portion of it, saying that the bulk of my thesis was done, that all I had to do was write about it, and
reflect on the experience. But I have managed to drag this out for over a year; the easy part, for me, was
teaching the class.
One of my biggest motivators behind designing my thesis in this way was my aversion to writing
research papers – and papers in general. This attitude goes against the academic grain, I know, and it is hard
for me not to feel at least a little sheepish about this, but I must acknowledge, if only to myself, that I do not
enjoy writing papers, to the point where I almost always put them off until the last minute.
When I designed this project two years ago, I, without fully realizing it, designed a project based
entirely around the way I learn. One of the most beautiful aspects of the Delta Program is its experientialbased learning system. Many of Delta’s classes center on discussions and all of them are highly focused on a
particular subject or theme. In this way, they are more like college seminars than typical high school classes.
In a sense, the students have the ability to design their own high school education, learning, to an extent,
what they want to learn. This flexibility includes the possibility of taking classes at the main high school, or
at Penn State. Students can also work with Delta faculty and members of the State College community on
independent studies of their own design. A Delta student, in my opinion, has little excuse to say that he or
she was bored through high school.
I use my years spent at Delta as my excuse for going my own way, especially with my education.
Delta also greatly influenced my desire to learn as experientially as possible, and hence to my decision to
design my thesis as I did. However much work it was – and is, as I sit here finally to write this now – I am so
grateful for the opportunity. It is impossible, even at this point, to say how much I learned through
completing this project; I suspect every time I recall the experience, I will remember something different,
and think of some aspect of my class in a new way.
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Teaching, as I did, was such an uplifting adventure that I could see myself, maybe, becoming a
teacher in a school like Delta. Watching students’ eyes light up as they realized they understood a difficult
concept, or as they raised their hands to interject a point of their own into the class discussions, number
among some of the most rewarding moments of my college career. Teaching, for me, was not being an
authority figure seeking to pass on empirical knowledge about a particular subject. Instead it was about
presenting several different sets of knowledge – several sides to a story – and letting the students decide, and
learn, for themselves. This is how I learn, and it was incredibly rewarding to enable my students to do the
same.
I do not know where this experience will take me. Teach for America, ironically, did not want me. I
plan to take a year off and travel the country, seeing and learning more about this place I call home, and
more about who I am in this world. In the past year I discovered that I am very interested in sustainable
agriculture, of all things – and I learned this while helping my grad student friend with his bean crop research
last fall – so I plan to follow that path into graduate school. But after that, I am not sure. That’s okay. If I do
decide, one day, to become a teacher, and spend my nights grading papers and my days – hopefully –
opening young peoples’ minds, the great thing is that I already know I can do that. And, more importantly,
that I can look at that kind of work, and call it good.
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A Reflection on Literature of Triumph
By Gary Masquelier, Delta English teacher
The Delta Program is a democratic school of choice within the public school system of State College,
Pennsylvania. Among our many goals is to develop an innovative, non-traditional curriculum that engages
high school students in their classes. This goal is simultaneous with our mandate to assure that students meet
the state prescribed academic standards. Consequently, teachers are constantly building curriculum based on
the state standards, the needs and desires of the student population, and the passions of the instructors.
Another goal of the Delta Program is to incorporate our rich community resources to enhance the education
of our students. This brief and incomplete explanation of our mission provides a context for the nascence of
the Literature of Oppression and Triumph class.
When Carrie Peters matriculated at the Delta Program she was a pleasure both to have in class and to
work with in many contexts outside of the classroom. She excelled in my English classes; she was a diligent
and passionate student. Not only was her academic work strong, she consistently evinced a compassion for
others that was unflappable. When she approached me about developing a class together for her Schreyer
Honors College project, I knew that we could work well together. The idea was nebulous, but that made it
all the more flexible.
After a couple meetings of simply ideating, we decided that theme of the class should revolve in
some way around social justice. Although we discussed the danger of falling into a precipice of Social
Studies curriculum, English curriculum has the unique quality of stressing skills rather than content. A
student can learn literary analysis by reading Romeo and Juliet or by reading Maus. Poetry appreciation can
be taught through Beowulf or the lyrics of K’Naan, a Somali rapper.
We determined the course would focus on writers who had experienced oppression and who then
emerged triumphantly; Literature of Triumph evolved as the title. Carrie and I met nearly weekly for a
semester determining both the content and the calendar for the class. We shared books, videos, and ideas.
Another challenge we faced was being unable to determine the class size or the abilities and interests of the
students until our class met the first day. Again, the necessity for us to be flexible was paramount.
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Finally the first day of class arrived. We had sixteen students of varied abilities but with the
commonality that they were also passionate about social justice. We arranged the class in a circle to
facilitate discussion. Carrie and I consciously did not sit together and we varied our seating positions
throughout the semester to diminish the notion of leaders and followers. Whenever possible we moderated
discussions and tried to let the students’ voices be heard. I am confident that every student was comfortable
expressing her/his ideas and opinions in this class.
Carrie quickly established a rapport with the kids. Being young and being an alumna of Delta helped
her initially, but students were quick to observe that Carrie was passionate, compassionate, and ingenuous.
She made thoughtful and encouraging remarks both orally and on their written work, which incidentally was
voluminous. She brought guest speakers, videos, and technology to the class.
Undoubtedly Literature of Triumph was a success on many levels. I observed significant growth in
Carrie’s planning skills, her ease with students, and her comfort with evaluating student work. She was
reflective and adaptable. Carrie’s personal growth was indeed one of our initial goals in designing this class.
But over a year later I still have students mention the impact that this class had on them and the way they
view the world. Of course, the intense work that students produced for this class better equipped them for
their standardized tests, but simultaneously students’ lives were significantly changed. Isn’t that the greater
goal of education?
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Further Reading and Information
[I passed out the following list on the last day of class, so that curious students could continue to learn about
people who have faced, and overcome, adversity. I have read all of the books, and have seen almost every
film on the list. I also listed organizations that practice some form of social justice, largely because many of
the students left the class strongly desiring to become involved in their larger world. I include it here as an
addendum to my bibliography, and on the outside chance that readers of this thesis might be interested in
some further information.]
Books:
*Mean Spirit by Linda Hogan (historical fiction) – A powerful account of how greed for oil affected the
Osage people of Oklahoma in the mid-1930s. Brilliant characterization, and a compelling story.
†While the Locust Slept by Peter Razor (memoir) – Razor, an Ojibwa from Minnesota, recounts his
childhood and adolescence spent in a boarding school and working for a white farming family, far away from
his own people. He wasn’t there by choice.
†Ojibwa Warrior by Dennis Banks & Richard Erdoes (memoir) – Banks is one of the founders of the
American Indian Movement, an organization with parallels to groups like the Black Panthers. Much of this
account focuses on the ’73 standoff at Wounded Knee.
*Iran Awakening by Shirin Ebadi (memoir) – Ebadi was the highest-ranking female judge in Tehran before
the ’79 Revolution. Her account offers a nearly unique view of life in the Islamic Republic, through the eyes
of a woman determined not to give in, or give up.
*Little Brother by Cory Doctorow (science fiction) – Set in a not-too-distant future San Francisco, this is the
story of a high school computer geek who takes on the Department of Homeland Security when the DHS
shut down the city, following a terrorist attack. Extensively researched, and disconcertingly plausible.
†The Tale of One Bad Rat by Bryan Talbot (graphic novel) – In a story that closely parallels the life of
Beatrix Potter, a teenage girl journeys throughout England with her pet rat as she seeks to overcome her past
child abuse. Wonderful, and wonderfully drawn.
Poets for Palestine ed. by Remi Kanazi (poetry anthology) – A collection of poems by Palestinians and
Palestinian sympathizers, edited by spoken word artist Remi Kanazi. Look Kanazi up on YouTube for some
of his own work.
†The Yellow Wind by David Grossman (nonfiction) – Israeli novelist Grossman travels into the West Bank in
the 1980s and spends six weeks recording what he saw. Manages to be neither pro-Israeli nor proPalestinian; a lucid perspective from a great writer.
*War is a Force That Gives Us Meaning by Chris Hedges (nonfiction) – Hedges, a foreign correspondent for
the New York Times, draws on his experiences in El Salvador, Bosnia and Israel to build his argument. If
you read one book on this list, read this one.
*A People’s History of the United States by Howard Zinn (history) – Zinn explores the perspectives of
Blacks, Latinos, Native Americans, women, immigrants, union workers, and others, to form his very untextbook like history of our country.
Films:
*Amazing Grace – Based on the story of Wilbur Wilberforce, the British MP who spearheaded the
movement to end the British slave trade in the early 19th century. A true story of the triumph of the human
spirit. NR
*Sophie’s Choice
*North Country
*Gandhi – The Academy Award-winning biopic of the non-violent leader, widely regarded as being very
historically accurate, and certainly extremely moving. PG
*Cry, the Beloved Country
*The Wind That Shakes the Barley – The fictional story of two brothers caught up in Ireland’s war for
independence in the early 1920s. English subtitles may help; the Irish accents are quite thick. NR, although
I’d rate it ‘R’ for violence and language.
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*We Shall Remain (documentary) – PBS’ five-part series on the Native American peoples, beginning with
“the first Thanksgiving” and concluding with the 1973 standoff at Wounded Knee. NR
*Sir! No Sir! (documentary) – The “untold story” of the American GI anti-war movement in the 1960s and
’70s, and how powerful acts of defiance on behalf of the troops helped to bring an end to the Vietnam War.
NR.
*The Devil Came on Horseback (documentary) – The story of a Marine Captain stationed in the Sudan in
2004, and how his photographs of the Darfur region brought the world’s attention to the genocide occurring
there. NR.
*War Dance (documentary) – Follows a group of children, including ex-soldiers, in the war-decimated
region of Northern Uganda as they compete in their country’s national music competition for the first time.
PG-13
Organizations:
Action Without Borders: http://www.idealist.org/
AmeriCorps: http://www.americorps.gov/
Amnesty International: http://www.amnesty.org/
Free the Slaves: http://www.freetheslaves.net
Food Not Bombs: http://www.foodnotbombs.net/
Heifer International: http://www.heifer.org/
Independent Media Center: http://www.indymedia.org/en/index.shtml
Kiva: http://www.kiva.org/
Peace Corps: http://www.peacecorps.gov/
School of the Americas Watch: http://www.soaw.org/
Worldwide Opportunities on Organic Farms International: http://www.wwoof.org/

Titles marked with an asterisk * are available through Schlow Library and/or the Centre Region Library
System.
Titles marked with a dagger † are available through the Penn State Library System at Pattee. (Assume that
everything available at Schlow is also available at Pattee, but not everything available at Pattee can be found
at Schlow. Like that rule about squares and rectangles.)
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